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ADDED SUN PROTECTION
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CHOOSE 
TO BE

RADIANT 
from
ILLUMINATING
tones

PROTECTED 
by 
UV FILTERS

CONFIDENT
thanks to 
WATER-PROOF
formula

FREE 
with
LONG-LASTING
wear
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Introducing 
RAYsistant 
makeup from 
suncare leader, 
Australian Gold, 
designed for the 
modern, dynamic 
and elegant 
woman.

Long-lasting waterproof/resistant formulas, enriched with nourishing ingredients 

and UV protection, work to preserve her beauty no matter the occasion.

This collection is contemporary, cool and in line with the latest fashion trends. 

The Raysistant line also adapts perfectly to different skin types.
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LONG-LASTING LUMINOUS SKIN THANKS 
TO PATENTED LUMISKIN TECHNOLOGY
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SCULPTING
FOUNDATION 

BRUSH
cod. AGRYBRU002

Thick and soft 
precision brush 

ideal for foundation 
application.

SMOOTH CONCEALER
LIGHT 4 ml - cod. AGRYSMCO003

MEDIUM 4 ml - cod. AGRYSMCO002

DARK 4 ml - cod. AGRYSMCO001

Creamy concealer with medium-high coverage. This 
lightweight formula is easy to apply and blends effortlessly, 
concealing dark circles, discolouration and skin imperfections 
for a flawless, even complexion. Its lightweight texture 
combines with lush natural oils for a silky, barely-there feel. 
What’s more, thanks to the rich formula and powerful 
pigments, this concealer blends seamlessly into skin for a 
natural-looking and long-lasting finish. Ideal for use on its 
own for a natural look, or paired with foundation for reliable 
full coverage. Available in 3 different shades: Light, Medium 
and Dark.

ILLUMINATING FOUNDATION
LIGHT 30 ml - cod. AGRYLIFOIL003

MEDIUM 30 ml - cod. AGRYLIFOIL002

DARK 30 ml - cod. AGRYLIFOIL001

This illuminating foundation has a quick-dry feel and offers 
high coverage, thanks to its premium skincare and rich 
pigments. The luxurious formulation blends flawlessly with 
skin, creating a thin veil that helps reduce the appearance 
of skin imperfections, and illuminates for a natural finish 
thanks to LUMISKIN technology. This vegan-friendly formula, 
enriched with vitamin E and Apple extract; which offers a 
generous dose of antioxidants and vitamin C, boasts active 
skincare ingredients for a radiant glow. Easy to apply, this 
foundation acts as a protective barrier on the skin. Available 
in 3 different shades: Light, Medium and Dark.

SKIN CARE INGREDIENTS:
Vitamin E: antioxidant-rich to help combat the signs of ageing. 
Apple Extract: rich in antioxidants and vitamin C. This works to 
help combat free radical damage, diminish the signs of ageing, and 
stimulate collagen and elastin production.
DOES NOT CONTAIN: Microplastics, Animal derivatives - a vegan-
friendly formula, Mineral Oils, Palm Oil.
HOW TO APPLY: For best results, apply from the centre of the face 
outwards with fingertips, a beauty blender or a foundation brush.

 L IGHT     MEDIUM      DARK

 L IGHT     MEDIUM      DARK
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BRONZING 
POWDER
IDOL BRONZING POWDER
SPF30
17 gr - cod. AGRYTER002  
BRONZING POWDER COMPACT
SPF 50 
6 gr - cod. AGRYTER003

Innovative bronzing powder available in 2 versions, 
for a naturally luminous bronze or matte look.
Light texture and easy to apply. The SPF 30 or 50 
provides the best UV protection.

LARGE 
POWDER 
BRUSH
cod. AGRYBRU001

Thick and soft fan 
brush ideal for loose 
and compact powder. 
VEGAN product.

IDOL BRONZING
POWDER

BRONZING POWDER
COMPACT
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LIGHT TEXTURE 
AND EASY TO APPLY

ROSE CREAMY BLUSH 
4,5 ml - cod. AGRYBLU001  

PEACH CREAMY BLUSH
4,5 ml - cod. AGRYBLU002

Creamy blush available in 2 different shades: Peach Creamy 
Blush ideal for skin with warm and sunny undertones and 
Rose Creamy Blush, for skin with cold and lunar undertones.
The satin finish - in perfect balance between glossy and matte 
- gives the skin an instantly healthy and absolutely natural ap-
pearance. Cheeks and cheekbones experience a new fresh-
ness and more emphasized volumes. Applicable with finger-
tips or with a specific blush brush, it can be used all over the 
face: eyes and lips included.

ROSE CREAMY 
BLUSH

PEACH CREAMY 
BLUSH
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EYES
MAKE UP

Bright and 
captivating look

EYESHADOW 
BRUSH
cod. AGRYBRU003

Thick and soft eye 
brush, ideal for the 
application of cream 
and stick eye shadows.
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Extra-performing liquid eyesha-
dow, easy to blend. It sets qui-
ckly, follows the movements of 
the eyelid. Available in 2 diffe-
rent shades.
Glowing Pearl: opal shade that 
gives brightness and open the 
eyes.
Sparkling Taupe: warm taupe 
shade that gives depth and light.

LIQUID EYESHADOW 
GLOWING PEARL LIQUID EYESHADOW
4 ml - cod. AGRYEYEBR003

SPARKLING TAUPE LIQUID EYESHADOW
4 ml - cod. AGRYEYEBR004

Create a bright and captivating look with this innovative, 
easyto-apply eyeshadow stick, available in 2 different shades. 
Lightweight and velvety in texture, this glides on and blends 
flawlessly, for a touch of colour to maintain your look for hours. 
Sets quickly for a lightweight, comfortable “second skin” feel. 
Water resistant and longlasting formula.

ADORABLY 
EYESHADOW 
WATER RESISTANT
3,5 gr - cod. AGRYEYEBR002

CHUBBY EYESHADOW 
EYESHADOW METALLIC 

WATER RESISTANT
3,5 gr - cod. AGRYEYEBR001
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GUILTY EYEPENCIL 
WATER RESISTANT
BLACK cod. AGRYEYEPE001

BROWN cod. AGRYEYEPE002 

Eyebrow Pencil is ideal for defining and 
sculpting brows to complete your signature 
look. The specially designed applicator 
ensures the colour is lightweight, natural 
and easy to apply. This water-based formula 
is enriched with Vitamin E and Aloe Vera 
extract to moisturize and rebalance skin, 
preventing clogged pores. This pencil 
promises a uniform, natural look that lasts. 
Available in three shades.

DEVIOUSLY 
EYEBROW 
DARK
WATER RESISTANT
6,6 gr - cod. AGRYEBR001

DEVIOUSLY 
EYEBROW 
MEDIUM
WATER RESISTANT
6,6 gr - cod. AGRYEBR003

DEVIOUSLY 
EYEBROW LIGHT
WATER RESISTANT
6,6 gr - cod. AGRYEBR002

This soft Eye Pencil is easy 
to apply for a precise, sharp 
finish. Intense colour applies 
and blends in easily. This 
waterproof formula lasts for 
up to 12 hours, making this 
Eyeliner ideal for a lasting 
look, and emulating the 
same appearance as semi-
permanent makeup. Eyes are 
redefined for encapsulating, 
creative looks. Waterproof, 
designed with sensitive 
eyes in mind. Equipped 
with pencil sharpener and 
smudger.
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Water 
resistant 
formula
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MASCARA 
EYELINER

HARDCORE
MASCARA BLACK
10 ml - cod. AGRYMAS002

 With a gentle feel, this mascara offers 
full lash coverage. Its quick drying for-
mula allows multiple applications for a 
magnetic look. This mascara is a must 
have, no matter the occasion.

MASCARA BLACK
WATERPROOF
10 ml - cod. AGRYMAS001

Waterproof formula that volumises 
lashes for a flawless look, thanks to 
the helical wand that curves lashes, 
opening your eyes for a dazzling look 
that lasts all day & night.

EYELINER BLACK
WATER RESISTANT
4,5 ml - cod. AGRYEYEL001

Intense black to emphasise her 
look. The smooth and precise 
liquid glides on perfectly for easy 
application. a flawless look that lasts. 
Water resistant formula.
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DAZZLING 
LOOK THAT 
LASTS ALL 

DAY & NIGHT
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LIP GLOSS MATTE RED N.72 
6 ml - cod. AGRYLIPGLR002

An intense, brilliant and long-lasting red. A new 
formulation with immediate coverage, enriched 
with vitamin E and borage oil with an anti-ageing 
and soothing action. Its extra fluid texture creates 
a very thin film that dresses and moisturizes the 
lips, revealing a delicate vanilla aroma. 

LIP GLOSS MATTE NUDE 
SPF 15
6 ml - cod. AGRYLIPGLN001

Creamy liquid lipstick, offering full colour and long-
lasting results. This creamy water-based formula 
spreads easily and moisturises the lips, maintaining 
powerful colour for even longer. Flawless, perfect 
colour and luscious lips for hours. The added SPF 
15 also works to both protect lips and prevent 
them from drying. 

BI-PHASE EYES & LIPS
MAKE UP REMOVER
100 ml - cod. AGRYEYEBF01

Dual-action eye and lip 
makeup remover. a refreshing 
and nourishing cleanser. This 
remover works quickly and 
gently on waterproof and long-
lasting makeup. Shake well 
before use.

LIP GLOSS SHINE
SPF 15
6 ml - cod. AGRYLIPGLT001

A nourishing and velvety balm. 
Deeply moisturizes, protecting 
lips with a smooth, even 
application. Imparts a bright 
veil of colour to complete your 
look. Can be used alone or in 
combination with the matte Lip 
Gloss for a shimmery glow.

Full colour and long lasting results
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SPF-enriched formula 
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